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This game has a lot of Potential. Seriously. It is like Foxhole. Survival foxhole with Fallout 4 combined. Down to building and
all that. But with better survivial knacks. Also tracks your metabolism and food minerals etc. SO, Scum, Fallot and Foxhole
combined. Will be a bit difficult to learn owing to the amount of stuff in it in the begining. But I think it will surely be well
worth the wait for it to be polished.. Intresting game with a lot of potential. It's a top down shooter that can be extremely
difficult and in a way rewarding. I guess you can compare it to a roguelike game as the game does have a permadeath system.
There is a fully functional quest line that you can follow and the locations are varied. Sometimes you will run into a bug or a
placeholder but when reported they get fixed quickly. I highly recommend you download the demo , the demo has multiplayer
working aswell.. This game has a lot of Potential. Seriously. It is like Foxhole. Survival foxhole with Fallout 4 combined. Down
to building and all that. But with better survivial knacks. Also tracks your metabolism and food minerals etc. SO, Scum, Fallot
and Foxhole combined. Will be a bit difficult to learn owing to the amount of stuff in it in the begining. But I think it will surely
be well worth the wait for it to be polished.. Intresting game with a lot of potential. It's a top down shooter that can be extremely
difficult and in a way rewarding. I guess you can compare it to a roguelike game as the game does have a permadeath system.
There is a fully functional quest line that you can follow and the locations are varied. Sometimes you will run into a bug or a
placeholder but when reported they get fixed quickly. I highly recommend you download the demo , the demo has multiplayer
working aswell.. This game has a lot of Potential. Seriously. It is like Foxhole. Survival foxhole with Fallout 4 combined. Down
to building and all that. But with better survivial knacks. Also tracks your metabolism and food minerals etc. SO, Scum, Fallot
and Foxhole combined. Will be a bit difficult to learn owing to the amount of stuff in it in the begining. But I think it will surely
be well worth the wait for it to be polished.. Intresting game with a lot of potential. It's a top down shooter that can be extremely
difficult and in a way rewarding. I guess you can compare it to a roguelike game as the game does have a permadeath system.
There is a fully functional quest line that you can follow and the locations are varied. Sometimes you will run into a bug or a
placeholder but when reported they get fixed quickly. I highly recommend you download the demo , the demo has multiplayer
working aswell.. This game has a lot of Potential. Seriously. It is like Foxhole. Survival foxhole with Fallout 4 combined. Down
to building and all that. But with better survivial knacks. Also tracks your metabolism and food minerals etc. SO, Scum, Fallot
and Foxhole combined. Will be a bit difficult to learn owing to the amount of stuff in it in the begining. But I think it will surely
be well worth the wait for it to be polished.. Intresting game with a lot of potential. It's a top down shooter that can be extremely
difficult and in a way rewarding. I guess you can compare it to a roguelike game as the game does have a permadeath system.
There is a fully functional quest line that you can follow and the locations are varied. Sometimes you will run into a bug or a
placeholder but when reported they get fixed quickly. I highly recommend you download the demo , the demo has multiplayer
working aswell.

Special thanks to you : I would like to say a big thank you to the few people who support me. Thanks to those who play the
game and give me constructive feedback that helps to move the game forward. The more you criticize me, the more the game
moves forward. To someone who gave me a positive evaluation on steam ,you help a lot to give a good impression of the game. I
am aware of the lack of player for a multiplayer game and they many imperfections but I work on it, day and night for you. Feel
free to join the discord for more information on the game's progress. I try to keep you informed when I have time, but you can
also ask me your questions privately. I am always open to an interesting discussion.. Update 12.18 Fixes and Balancing :
Development: Cloud Saves implemented Big Reset Button, is now available to anyone lvl 60 retirement - it resets Turgut's stat
points for reorganization Incremental Saves added as failsafe, these occur on any Big Reset and retirement Save functionality a
bug was removed that could've been responsible for lost saves Prevention method for those who accidentally had a princess 1
level too high, this allows the bug to fix itself so you can play without error Map Camera is reset upon the beginner zones, not
the frozen zone Balancing: Avalanche Legendary Axe drop boosted from 0.01% to 2% Sea King's Legendary Sword drop
boosted from 0.01% to 0.05%. Need you to test server stability : We are looking for motivated beta tester and moderator to join
the game. We will give you a free steam key and if you help me to make the game progress then I will give you a permanent
steam key.. Farm Life: Natures Adventure Diesel Railcar Simulator /Three Kingdoms: Legends of Heroes Great Hero's Beard
New Game :. GHB Battle Manager Update : *New Battle Helpers feature. Pick which one of your princesses you want to fight
along in battle. They gain XP and level up just like Turgut. After leveling up distribute stat and skill points of you liking. The
higher the total level of all princesses the more bonus stat points you earn.. Update 1.14 : Wondering what that pink cloud is
hovering on the world map? It is our new challenge Pink Slime Forever! Complete this and 2 other brand new maps. See if you
are Destiny's Next Challenger! Turgut's maximum retirement level increased from 60->80 but beware the consequences it
brings to Turgut's health! Turgut's max upgrade stats increaed 200->250 Max princess level increased 120->130 Princess max
upgrade stats increased 80->100 For quality of gamer life, we have also added a feature which allows you to convert your
unused Skill Points to Stat Points at a rate of 1 skill point for 2 stat points. This becomes available after you hit retirement 30
and remains available the rest of the game.. Day 1 Bug Fix Rollout : 1. Intro animation had an untranslated line which was fixed
2. A couple translations were small, unreadable, clipped and were fixed 3. Items with a NEW stat will show yellow stat text
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upon Item Comparison 4. Achievements for stats, such as speed demon, should now also unlock when adding Gear, not just
from the [+] symbol 5. KEEP GIVING US FEEDBACK - HELP US MAKE ONESHARK GREAT AGAIN.. About Missing
Savedata : We are recently aware that some of you have lost your savedata. We're very sorry about this situation. 1. Please zip
the following folder C:UsersYOUR USER NAMEAppDataLocalLowOnesharkGreat Hero's Beard and send it to
supportengsakuragame.com . Please also tell us the progress in your game before the data was lost. We'll try and fix, and if we
can't, we'll send you a similar data. 2. We're trying to fix the problen, and we're about to add the Steam Cloud function to allow
you to access your saved game anywhere. 3. We apologize for the bad experience, please believe in us that we'll be better over
time.. PATCH NOTES 11.23 : The Winter is Coming update is finally here: *We got 6 new maps *3 new bosses *new items
*Max stat upgrades increased from 150 to 200 *princess's max levels increased from 100 to 120 *Max princess's stat upgrades
also increased from 60 to 80 *4 new achievements
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